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w xpolynomial ring K X ; d , for suitable division rings K and nonzero derivations d
in K. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let K be an associative division Q-algebra, d a nonzero derivation in
w y1 xK, and R s K X, X ; d the subring of the division ring of fractions
 . w x y1K X ; d generated by K X ; d and X . A great deal is known about the
Gelfand]Kirillov dimension of R and its subalgebras in special cases e.g.,
w x w x.6 , Chapters 3 and 4, and 13 . For example if k is a field and d is a
 .locally nilpotent k-derivation of the k-algebra K, then GK dim R s
w x .  .GK dim K q 1 6 , 3.5 and 4.7 . Of course, one has GK dim R s ` as
soon as R contains a noncommutative free algebra. One also has the
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w x conjectures of Makar]Limanov 12 on free subalgebras of division rings
.which are not locally finite-dimensional over their center and Lichtman
w x 7 on noncyclic free subgroups of the multiplicative group of division
.rings . In connection with the question of the existence of free group
algebras in R, we prove:
THEOREM A. With the abo¨e notation, let A be a nonempty subset of K,
and assume that the following conditions hold:
 . w i xi The subring Z ad : a g A, i G 0 of K is contained in a di¨ ision
subring D of K, such that Dd : D. Let D be the fixed ring of D under d .0
 .ii A is a set of right linearly independent elements o¨er D .0
 . d  .  4iii D l  aD s 0 .ag A 0
 y1 4Then the subset aX : a g A freely generates a free Q-subalgebra of
w y1 xK X, X ; d .
The existence of free group algebras in the quotient ring of R is, then, a
w x .consequence of Lichtman's proposition 8 , Proposition 2 . An interesting
consequence of Theorem A is:
COROLLARY B. With the notation of Theorem A, if D / Dd [ D , then0
w y1 x  .K X, X ; d contains a free Q-algebra, and K X ; d contains a Q-free
group algebra.
An example of a ring to which the corollary applies is the rational
 .function field K s k X , . . . , X with any nonzero k-derivation d in K1 n
 . w xlet D s K . Of course, when K is commutative the ring K X ; d contains
 w x d w d .y1 x .a copy of the first Weyl algebra if X, a s a / 0, then a X, a s 1 .
A rather surprising consequence of Corollary B is the following result.
THEOREM C. Let D be a di¨ ision ring of characteristic zero whose center
 .is uncountable. Suppose D contains an element x such that D / C x [D
w xx, D . Then D contains a free group algebra.
Theorem A may also be used to obtain free group algebras in various
division rings generated by universal enveloping algebras of certain Lie
algebras. If L is a Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic 0, then its
 .universal enveloping algebra U L embeds into a canonical division ring
w x w x.  .  .2 or 10 , which we call the Cohn di¨ ision ring of U L . Denote by D L
 .the division subring of the Cohn division ring generated by U L . When
 .U L is an Ore domain, then everything reduces to the classical ring of
 .  .quotients of U L . Also write L9 for the derived algebra of L, and C xL
for the centralizer of x g L. We have the following.
 .THEOREM D. With the abo¨e notation, if L / L9 q C x for someL
 .x g L _ L9, then D L contains a free group algebra.
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This result settles the question of the existence of free group algebras in
 .D L , except for Lie algebras L where every subalgebra B satisfies
 .B s B9 q C b for all b g B _ B9. An easy application of Theorem D isB
to graded Lie algebras.
Recall that a Lie k-algebra L is graded by a commutative semigroup
 . a a w a b x aqbV, q if L s [ L for subspaces L such that L , L : L fora g V
all a , b g V. If the sequence of semigroups V is defined by V s V andn 1
 .V s V q V , then say L is well-graded by V if there exist a , b g Vn ny1
w a b xsuch that L , L / 0 and a q b g V _ V for some n. We have:n nq1
THEOREM E. Let L be a nonabelian Lie k-algebra which is well-graded
 .by some semi-group . Let k be a subfield of k, and let B be a Lie k -algebra1 1
 .contained in L such that kB s L. Then D B contains a free group algebra
o¨er k .1
An immediate consequence is that if L is any nonabelian Lie algebra
 .with a triangular decomposition, then D L contains a free group algebra
 .see Corollary F . Finally, we use Theorem A to offer a short proof of the
w xresult of Makar]Limanov and Malcolmson 14 , that if L is a nonabelian
 .finite-dimensional Lie algebra, then QU L contains a free group algebra
 .see Theorem G .
Proof of Theorem A
 4Let K s c g K : cd s 0 be the ring of constants. We suppose that0
w xd / 0, so K / K. The differential polynomial ring K X ; d is defined by0
the relations
cX s Xc q cd , for all c g K .
y1 w y1 xOn introducing Y s X in K X, X ; d , the defining relations become
Yc s cY q Ycd Y , for all c g K .
Next, if z is a central indeterminate over K, then we have the well-known
ww xxmapping K ª K z defined by
` d
i
c
ic ¬ c s z .Ã  i!is0
Routine verification shows that this is an injective ring homomorphism.$
ww xxFor f g K z , write f 9 for dfrdz . Note that cds c9 for all c g K.Ã
 .  .  .For a sequence a s a , . . . , a with n G 2, define t a s a , l a s n,1 n n
 .  .and a* s a , . . . , a . Write D s D l K , the fixed division subring1 ny1 0 0
Ã ww xxof D under d , and let L s D : K z . Observe that L l K s D . For if0
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c g D s D l K , then0 0
` d
j
c
j Ãc s z s c g D l K ,Ã  j!js0
Ãso we have = . Conversely if a g K l D, then there exists d g D with
` d
j
d
ja s z , j!js0
whence a s d and dd s 0. Thus a g D l K s D .0 0
w y1 xLEMMA 1. The following hold in K X, X ; d :
 . ` d i iq1i Yc s  c Y for all c g K.is0
 . n `  . d i iqn  .ii Y cs b n, i c Y for all cgK and nG1, where b n, i sis0
n q i y 1 . g Z.i
  .yn `  . i .In fact, 1 y T s  b n, i T .is0
 .  .Proof. i is routine, and ii is proved by induction on n. Clearly it
  .. nholds for n s 1 by i , and if true for n, then evaluation of YY c yields
 . i  .  .b n q 1, i s  b n, j , from which it is clear that the b n, i havejs0
yn .1 y T as a generating function.
 .LEMMA 2. Let A : K. For e¨ery sequence a s a , . . . , a , with n G 11 n
 .and a g A, we write u a s a Y . . . a Y.i 1 n
 .  .  `  . m. la .  . w ii u a s  h a Y Y , where h a g Z ad : i G 0,ms0 m m
xa g A : K.
 .  .  .   . .ii For l a G 2, we ha¨e h a s  b i ql a y 1, j ?m iq jsm
 .  .d jh a* t a for e¨ery m G 0.i
 .  .  .  .Proof. We prove i by induction on l a . If l a s 1, then u a s
 . la .  .a Y s a Y , which has the form i . Next, given a of length n G 2,1 1
 .  .  .assume that i has been established for u a* , so u a* s
 `  . i. ny1 h a* Y Y . Thenis0 i
u a s u a* t a Y .  .  .
`
iqny1s h a* Y t a Y .  . i
is0
` `
jd jqiqny1s h a* b i q n y 1, j t a Y Y .  .  . i
is0 js0
`
jd mqns h a* b i q n y 1, j t a Y . .  .  .  i /
ms0 iqjsm
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 .  .This, of course, proves ii . Moreover, since b i q n y 1, j g Z, and each
 . w i x  .h a* g Z ad : i G 0, a g A by induction, it is clear that each h a gi m
iw x  .  .Z ad : i G 0, a g A , and so i is established when l a s n.
LEMMA 3. Let z be a central indeterminate o¨er K. For any sequence a ,
define
` h a .i iqla .y1F a s z . .  i q l a y 1 ! . .is0
Then
 .  .  .i F a s a if a s a has length 1.1 1 $
 .  .  .  .ii If l a G 2, then dFrdz a s F a* t a . .
 .Proof. Using the formula for b given in Lemma 1 ii , we may write the
 .formula in Lemma 2 ii as
d jh a s b i q l a y 1, j h a* t a .  .  .  . .m i
iqjsm
i q l a y 1 q j y 1 j . ds h a* t a .  . i /jiqjsm
d jh a* t a .  .is m q l a y 2 ! . . .  i q l a* y 1 ! j! . .iqjsm
That is, for all m G 0, we have
d jh a h a* t a .  .  .m is .m q l a y 2 ! i q l a* y 1 ! j! .  . .  .iqjsm
If the above is multiplied by z m, and summed over all m G 0, the equation
 .  .  .  .  .in ii results. As for i , if a s a , then h a s a and h a s 0 for1 0 1 i
 .i G 1 cf. the proof of Lemma 2 , whence
h a .0 0q1y1F a s z s a , . 10 q 1 y 1 ! .
as required.
 .  .LEMMA 4. If c g K, then  c u a s 0 iff  c F a s 0.a la .G1 a la .G1 a
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Proof. Using the various definitions,
` `
mq la . ic u a s c h a Y s c h a Y , .  .  .    a a m a m /
a m , ams0 is1
 .mql a si
while
` h a .m mqla .y1c F a s c z .  a a m q l a y 1 ! . .a ms0
` c h a .a m js z  m q l a y 1 ! . . 0m , ajs0
 .mql a y1sj
` 1
js c h a z . .  a m /j! m , ajs0
 .mql a sjq1
So in either case,  is zero iffa
c h a s 0 . a m
m , a
 .mql a si
for every i G 1, as required.
LEMMA 5. With the notation of Theorem A, assume that A is right linearly
Ãindependent o¨er D . Then A is right linearly independent o¨er D.0
$
 .Proof. Suppose  ad a s 0, where d a g D. Then .ag A
$ jy1 d j0 s ad a s j! ad a z , .  .  .   /
agA jG0 agA
 .d jwhence  ad a s 0 for all j G 0. From this, by repeated applicationag A
of d , we obtain
i d jda d a s 0 for j G 0 and i G 0. .
agA
 . d i 4Let X s d : d g D and  a d s 0 for all i G 0 . It is sufficienta ag A a a a
 .4   ..to prove that X s 0 , since the original sequence d a belongs toag A
 .  d .X. Observe that d g X implies that d g X. If X contains nonzeroa a
 .sequences, then we may choose one, d , say, with the least number ofa
nonzero d , and in as much as X is a right D-space, we may suppose thata
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 d .some d s 1. Then X also contains the sequence d , which has fewera a0
nonzero terms and must therefore be the zero sequence. In other words,
every d g D . But now the relation  ad s 0 implies, by virtue ofa 0 ag A a
the linear independence of A over D , that every d s 0. This is a0 a
contradiction.
LEMMA 6. With the notation and the hypotheses of Theorem A, the only
relation of the form
F a l a q l s 0, 1 .  .  .
 .2Fl a Fm
Ã Ã .  .with l a g D and l g  aD, is the tri¨ ial relation with all l a sag A
l s 0.
Proof. Suppose not. Select a relation as above, with m chosen minimal
 .subject to 1 not having all coefficients zero, the relation being chosen so
 .  .that it has the fewest number of nonzero l a with l a s m, and
 .  .normalized so that l a s 1 for some a with l a s m. The condition0 0 0
d Ã Ã  .D : D means that f 9 g D for all f g D. Apply drdz to 1 to obtain$
  .  .  .  ..  . F a l a 9 q F a* t a l a q l9 s 0, where Lemma 3 ii has been .
 .used. Since l a 9 s 0, this must be the zero relation. Rearrange the new0
relation into
$
F a l a 9 q F b l b 9 q t a l a .  .  .  .  .  .  
 .  . a *sbl a sm 2Fl b Fmy1
$
q l9 q a* t a l a s 0. .  .  .
 .l a s2
 .Suppose first that m s 2. Then, summing over all a s a, b , we have
ÃF a l a 9 q l9 q abl a, b s 0. .  .  . 
 . a , bgAl a s2
Ã .  .  .Every l a 9 s 0, so l a g K l D s D as observed already . Write0$ $
d .l s  ad a , so we also have  ad s 0, where d s d a q .ag A ag A a a
 .  .d  . bl a, b . By Lemma 5, every d a q  bl a, b s 0. Thusbg A bg A
 .  .d d  . bl a, b s yd a g  aD l D s 0, whence every l a, b s 0bg A ag A 0
by the linear independence of A over D . This is impossible, so in0
 .  .fact m G 3. Again every l a g D for l a s m. Consider any sequence0
Ã Ãd .  .b of length m y 1. If we write l b s d, then d s l b 9 s$
d d .  .  .y t a l a , whence d s y t a l a g  aD l D s .a*sb a *sb ag A 0
 .0, so again every l a s 0, which is the final contradiction.
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 .The linear independence of the u a over D is an immediate conse-0
quence of Lemma 4 and Lemma 6 and concludes the proof of Theorem A.
Proof of Corollary B. The condition, D / Dd [ D means that either0
d d  4  d .D / D q D or D l D / 0 . In the former case, if a g D _ D q D ,0 0 0
 4 d  4then A s 1, a satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A. If D l D / 0 ,0
then in fact D : Dd, and so in particular 1 s dd for some d g D. This0
w x w xmeans that dX y Xd s 1 in D X ; d , so D X ; d contains a copy of the
 .first Weyl algebra A Q , where the conclusion of the corollary is already1
 w x.known see, for example, 11 . In fact, Theorem A explains why the
w xelements used in 11 actually work. Indeed, the first Weyl division algebra
 .  .w xD Q contains a differential polynomial ring Q t X ; d , where d s drdt.1
 y1 y1 .y1 4In our notation, Makar]Limanov shows that t Y, t 1 y t Y is a
free set. The conditions of Theorem A amount to verifying the linear
 y1 y1 .y14independence of t , t 1 y t over Q, and showing that no nonzero
y1 y1 .y1linear combination of t and t 1 y t can be the derivative of a
rational function.
w xProof of Theorem C. Let F be the center of D, and let d s x, y be
the inner derivation defined by x. Then, in the notation of Theorem A, we
 . d w x  .have D s C x and D s x, D . By Corollary B, D X ; d contains a0 D
w xfree group algebra. On the other hand, the element t s X y x g D X ; d
w x w x  .  .centralizes D, so D X ; d ( D m F t and D X ; d ( D t , the divisionF
w xring of quotients of D m F t . We may now use the argument of Vonessen
w xand Reichstein 16 to finish the proof as follows: the elements generating
 .a free group algebra in D t involve only a finite number of elements of
D. Therefore, there exists a division subring E of D, countably generated
 .over Q, such that E t contains a free group algebra. Since F is uncount-
able, it contains an element a which is transcendental over the center of
 .  .E. Clearly, D = E a ( E t .
Comment. Let x g D be algebraic over the center F of D. Then
 . w xD s C x [ x, D . This may be seen as follows. Suppose, first of all, thatD
w x  . w  . x  .w xx, d g C x for some d g D. Then f x , d s f 9 x x, d for all poly-D
 .nomials f with coefficients in F. Taking f s min. poly x we find thatF
w x  . w xx,d s 0, so C x l x, D s 0. Next, if x is algebraic of degree n overD
 . w x .F, D s C x has codimension n in D 1 , Theorem 3 . Let D s0 D
n w x n w x n w x[ d D , with d s 1. Then x, D s  x, d D s  x, d D .i 0 1 is1 i 0 is2 i 0is1
n w xThe latter sum is direct, for if  x, d d s 0 for some d g D , thenis2 i i i 0
n d d g D , whence all d s 0. In other words, D s D [is2 i i 0 i 0
n w x w x[ x, d D s D m x, D , as claimed.i 0 0is2
Application to Lie Algebras
Our first task is to prove Theorem D. We need two simple lemmas.
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LEMMA 7. With the notation of Theorem D, there exist ideals V and W of
L such that:
 .  .i L9 : L9 q C x : V : W : W [ kx s L.W
 .  .  .ii dim WrV s 1 s dim LrW .k k
Proof. Let W be a vector space complement to kx over L9, so L9 : W
and L s W [ kx. Since W = L9, it is automatically an ideal of L. If
 .  .  .W s L9 q C x , then L s L9 q C x q kx : L9 q C x , not true.W W L
 .Thus L9 q C x is a proper subspace of W, and so any maximalW
 .subspace of W containing L9 q C x will do as V.W
LEMMA 8. Let L be a Lie k-algebra and d a deri¨ ation in L, with its
 .  .natural extension to U L . Let D be the Cohn di¨ ision ring of U L . Then d
 .extends to a deri¨ ation in D. The same conclusion holds for D L .
w xProof. The proof uses Lichtman's construction in 10 . More generally,
w xone can prove an extension result in the context of Theorem 1 of 10 .
Recall that, in that theorem, one begins with a domain R and a central
 .  .n  4element t g R such that Rr t is an Ore domain and F t s 0 .nG1
Then R embeds into a canonically constructed division ring D. The
following then holds.
If d is a deri¨ ation in R such that t d s0, then d extends to a deri¨ ation in D.
One begins the construction of D with the local rings R s Rrt nR andn
their Ore subsets M s R _ tR of regular elements. The derivation dn n n n
induced by d in R extends in a natural way to the localization S sn n
y1   n..  n.R M . Moreover, the definition r q t d s rd q t is clearly com-n n n
patible with the natural projections w : S ª S . Therefore, if S de-n nq1 n
 .notes the inverse limit of the system S , w , then the d induce a mapn n n
d *: S ª S, which is clearly a derivation in S extending d on R more
.precisely, on the diagonal copy of R inside the inverse limit S . Finally, D
is the localization of S with respect to the semigroup generated by the
central element t, so d * extends to D, as required.
 .The result on U L is an immediate consequence of the above: as in
w x10 , Theorem 2, form the direct sum L s L [ ke of L with a one-dimen-1
 .  .w xsional space ke. Then U L s U L e is a polynomial ring. Extend the1
 .  . dgiven d on U L to U L by setting e s 0. The argument in the first1
paragraph now completes the proof.
As for the last statement, extend d to D as before, and then restrict it
 .  .d  .to D L . We only have to verify that D L : D L . If T is any k-subal-
gebra of D with T d : T , denote by T* the k-span of all elements of the
  4.y1form x . . . x , with every x g T j T _ 0 . Then T* is also a k-sub-1 n i
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 .d  y1 .d y1 d . y1algebra of D containing T , and T* : T*, since t s yt t t .
 . U  .If we set T s U L and T s T for all n G 1, then D L s D T ,1 nq1 n nG1 n
 .so D L is also mapped into itself by d .
Proof of Theorem D. Let V and W be as in Lemma 7, and pick any
 .a g W _ V, so W s V [ ka, L s W [ kx, and L9 q C x : V. Let D sW
 .  . w x  .D W , L s D V . As a, V : L9 : V, the Lie derivation ad a gives rise
 .to a derivation w in U V , and so in the division ring L, by Lemma 8. If an
ordered basis of W is chosen in such a way that a is the least element of
 . ` i  .the basis, then obviously U W s [ a U V and, in view of the way theis0
 .action of a on U V is defined, we have immediately that
w xU W s U V a; w .  .
 .is a differential polynomial ring. Next, ad x defines a nonzero derivation
 .  d w x  ..d in U W nonzero since a s x, a / 0, as a f C x . If x is adjoinedW
to the above basis of W in such a way that x - a, then
w xU L s U W x ; d .  .
as before. We now complete the proof by considering several possibilities.
 . dIf D s D W contains an element b such that b s 1, then xb y bx s 1,
 . dso D L contains the Weyl algebra, and we are done. Suppose 1 f D ,
 4  .and apply Theorem A to A s 1, a and this D. Condition i is trivial, and
 . d  .ii amounts to a f D , i.e., a / 0, which is true. It remains to verify iii .0
To this end, suppose there exist r , r gD , and dgD, such that r qar s0 1 0 0 1
d d d 2  d .d . Apply d to this equation to obtain r q a r s d , so a y a r s0 1 1
dd y dd 2.
d  d . y1 .d dSuppose first that r / 0. Then a y a s d y d r , whence a s e1 1
  d . y1 . dwhere e s a q d y d r . This is impossible since a f D . To see this,1
y1  ..introduce b s a , and embed D into the Laurent series ring L b; w .
d  y1 .d y1 d y1 dNote that b s a s ya a a s yba b, so d is continuous with
 .respect to the b-order topology on L b; w , and so extends to a derivation
 .. ` j d y1of L b; w . Let e s  l b be an element such that e s a s b .jsN j
 j.d d j  j.dNow if j s yi - 0, then l b s l b q l a , and the second term isj j j
d d  ` dw i i. 2in L. On the other hand, we have b s yba b s y  a b b , andis0
 j.d ww xx d y1more generally b g L b for all j G 1. So in order to have e s b ,
we must have N F y1. If e s y1 l b j q higher terms, then by1 sjsN j
ed s y1 ld b j q higher terms, so in particular 1 s ld g Ld, which isjsN j y1
not true.
This contradiction shows that r s 0, so r s dd. If r / 0, then 1 s1 0 0
 y1 .d d  .dr g D , not true. Thus, iii is also established. Theorem D follows.0
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Proof of Theorem E. To obtain precise information, define ¨ s ¨ :V
 4  .  4  .V ª N j ` by ¨ a s max n: a g V for all a g V. Clearly ¨ a Fn
 .  .  .`, and ¨ a q b G ¨ a q ¨ b for all a , b g V.
  . w a b x 4 Let m s min ¨ a q b : L , L / 0 - ` by the assumption of
.  . w a b xwell-gradedness , and fix a , b such that ¨ a q b s m and L , L / 0.
w g d x  .By definition, L , L / 0 implies that ` G ¨ g q d G m, so the only
w g d xnonzero commutators in L9 s  L , L are those with g q d g V ,g , d g V m
w g d x gqd «which in view of L , L : L implies that L9 : [ L . Similarly« g V m3 w x ww g d x « x gqdq«L s L9, L is spanned by the nonzero subspaces L , L , L : L ,
 .  .  . 3where ¨ g q d q « G ¨ g q d q ¨ « G m q 1, whence L :
[ L«. Finally, the elements a and b were chosen so that a q b g« g V mq 1
w a b x 3 3V _ V and L , L / 0, whence L9 / L . Since L9 s B9k and L sm mq1
B3k, this implies that B9 / B3. This last inequality shows the existence of
 .b g B _ B9 such that B / B9 q C b , and the result follows from Theo-B
  .rem D. For if B s B9 q C b for all b g B _ B9, then every basicB
w x 3commutator x, y belongs to B . This is obvious if x g B9, else we may
 . w xwrite y s b9 q c with b9 g B9 and c g C x , in which case x, y sB
3w x .b9, y g B again.
The assumption of being well-graded is not as unusual as it appears. We
offer some examples of such Lie algebras.
LEMMA 9. Let L be a nonabelian, V-graded Lie algebra.
 . ` a If F V s B, then L is well-graded. The condition holds, fornns1
instance, if V is a subsemigroup of a free semigroup without zero, or if V is
.well-ordered.
 .b If V has cancellation and no zero element, then L has a subalgebra
which is well-graded by a subsemigroup of V.
w a b xProof. In either case, there exist a , b g V with L , L / 0. In case
 .  .a , every element of V belongs to a suitable V _ V , so ¨ a q b - `n nq1
 .is automatic. For b , we require some information about V. To begin
with, the equation a q b s a does not hold for any a , b g V. For
otherwise, given any g g V, we have g q a q b s g q a , whence g q
b s g , so b is a zero. This, in particular, implies that no subsemigroup of
V has a zero element.
 : Next, suppose a , b g V, and let S s a , b s ia q j b : i, j G 0, i q
4  .  .j G 1 . We claim that either a q b g S q S _ S q S q S or a f Nb
or b f Na . For otherwise,
3 3 3
a q b s i a q j b s i a q j b . .  r r r r /  /
rs1 rs1 rs1
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 .  .  .Since i q  j s  i q j G 3, at least one of i or  j is greaterr r r r r r
 .than 1. If i s 0, say, then a q b s  j b , whence a g Nb. Suppose,r r
 .  .therefore, that i G 2 and  j G 1. Then a s i a q  j y 1 b ,r r r r
 .  .whence i y 1 a q  j y 1 b is a zero element.r r
 .The proof of b is now easy. Suppose first that there exist a , b with
w a b x  : gL , L / 0, a f Nb , and b f Na . Let S s a , b and L s [ L .1 g g S
 .We have just seen that ¨ a q b s 2, so L is well-graded by S. Next,S 1
w a ia xsuppose there exist a g V and i G 1 such that L , L / 0. If S s Na
g  .and L s [ L , then ¨ a q ia s i q 1, since Na is a free semi-1 Sg g S
group.
COROLLARY F. Let L be an algebra with a triangular decomposition.
 .Then either L is abelian, or D L contains a free group algebra.
w x.Proof. The axioms 15 imply that L s L [ H [ L , where L isq y q
graded by a free subsemigroup Q : H*, and L s [ La , whereq qa g Q
a  w x  . 4L s x g L : h, x s a h x for all h g H . It follows that L is abelian ifq
and only if L s H. Suppose the corollary is false. If L is non-abelian,q
then Theorem E directly applies to it. Suppose L is abelian, and letq
L s L [ H. Then L is a non-abelian, metabelian subalgebra of L, since1 q 1
X  .  w xL s L . In this case, U L contains a Weyl algebra see, e.g., 14 ,1 q 1
.Lemma 2 , and we are done.
Our final result is a short proof of the theorem of Makar]Limanov and
w xMalcolmson 14 :
THEOREM G. If L is a finite-dimensional nonabelian Lie algebra o¨er k,
 .then QU L contains a free group algebra o¨er k.
 .Proof. Let L, k be a minimal counterexample to the result, so L is a
 .finite-dimensional nonabelian Lie k-algebra, QU L contains no k-free
 .group algebras, and dim L is minimal among all counterexamples.k
 .Clearly every proper subalgebra A of L is abelian, since QU A embeds
 .into QU L . By the Levi decomposition, L is semisimple, so is a direct
w x .sum of minimal ideas 4 , 1.5.12 ; if L were not simple, then the ideals
would have to be abelian, contradicting the semisimplicity of L.
Let k be a finite Galois extension of k such that L s L m k is split,k
 .  w x .and let G s Gal krk . Fix a regular element see 5 , III, Definition 2
  . .x g L, and let H s the Fitting null component of ad x in L be the
corresponding Cartan subalgebra. Note that G acts on the dual space H*
in a natural way. Fix a fundamental set of roots in L.
Suppose it were possible to choose positive roots a , b such that1 1
 4a q b is also a root, and of maximal level. Consider the orbit of a , b1 1 1 1
under the action of G on the set of unordered pairs of nonzero roots. We
 4claim that this orbit does not contain any pair g , yd , with g , d both
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 4 g  4being positive roots. For if a , b s g , yd for some g g G, then1 1
gw x w x0 / e , e s k-multiple of e , e , whence L s L , and soa b g yd a qb gyd1 1 1 1
a q b s g y d , contradicting the choice of a q b . Therefore, the1 1 1 1
 4  4  4G-orbit of a , b has the form a , b , . . . , a , b , with all a , b being1 1 1 1 r r i i
w xpositive. Let B be the subalgebra of L generated by all the L , L sa bi iw xL . Then B l H s 0, 0 / x, B : B, and B is G y invariant. Bya qbi i G GGalois descent, B s B m k, where B is the fixed-point algebra of Bk
G G w G x w xunder G. Of course B / L, so B is abelian, and 0 / x, B : x, B
l L : B l L s BG. In other words, BG q kx is a nonabelian soluble
subalgebra of L, which is not possible.
We have now shown that for every pair of positive roots a and b ,
a q b is not a root. Thus L s A [ ??? [ A , where the minimal ideals1 m
 .A are all isomorphic to sl k , and are permuted transitively by G. Writei 2
 4x s x q ??? qx , with x g A , and choose a pair of root vectors e , e1 n i i 1 y1
in A such that A s ke [ kx [ ke is the root space decomposition.1 1 1 1 y1
 4  4Write e , e for the element of the G-orbit of e , e which is con-i yi 1 y1
w xtained in A . Note that for « s "1 and all i, we have x, e s «l e ,i « i i « i
2 n 4where l gk _ 0 . Choose a positive integer n such that gsl qi 1
2 n  2 .??? ql / 0 not all power sums can be zero, since then every l s 0 .m i
Let
m
2 n 2 nt s e q e g U L . . . i yi
is1
w x  m 2 n. gIt is elementary to verify that x, t s  l t s g t and that t s t foris1 i
 .every g g G. Let F s k t , and let d denote the k-derivation of F defined
by x. The Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt Theorem implies that the subring ofÂ
 .QU L generated by F and x is isomorphic to the differential polynomial
w x  4ring F x; d . Let I s "l , . . . , " l , and apply Theorem A to the set1 m
y1t q l : l g I ) .  . 4
 .of elements of F. We verify the conditions of Theorem A with D s F .
d  .We have f s g t dfrdt for all f g F, so the field of constants is simply k.
 .The linear independence of the elements ) over k is obvious. As for
 .condition iii of Theorem A, suppose there exists f g F and m g k suchl
d  .y1that f s  m t q l . That is,lg I l
df gy1 mls .dt t t q l .lgI
A simple partial fractions argument, together with the k-linear indepen-
dence of I, shows that all m s 0, as required the logarithm is notl
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. y1a rational function! . By Theorem A, with Y s x , the elements
y1 . 4  .t q l Y: l g I generate a free k-subalgebra R of QU L . Since G
fixes x and permutes I, we may regard G as a group of automorphisms
w x Gof R. By Theorem 6.10.8 of 3 , the fixed-point subalgebra R of R under
 . G  .G is free and plainly of rank ) 1 . But R : QU L , so the usual
 .valuation argument shows the existence of a free group algebra in QU L .
This is the final contradiction to the existence of L. The result follows.
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